
51cm Strong Magnetic Wall Mounted Kitchen Knife Magnet Bar Holder
Display Rack Strip

RRP: $69.95

If you're a chef—or just want to cook like one, you need all your tools at

your disposal. With this uber-strong magnetic wall strip by Randy & Travis

Machinery, you'll have everything you need to create mouth-watering

gourmet meals right at your fingertips. With its powerful magnetic power,

it holds your entire knife collection, as well as any other flat kitchen tools.

You don't even have to screw it onto the wall. Just fasten it to your

splashback surface with its powerful adhesive backing. Crafted from high-

quality, heavy-duty stainless steel, it's corrosion-resistant, as well as

waterproof and rustproof, so it's as durable as it is strong.

If you have little ones at home, this strip can keep your knives up where

the kiddos can't reach them, unlike drawers that they can reach easily. It's

not only practical, but it looks great, too, displaying your knife collection

as attractive wall art for your kitchen.

For homes with little storage space, this magnetic strip is a must. Free up

more benchtop and drawer space when you use the vertical space on

your wall for storage. Don't wait until the holidays arrive and you need all

the convenience you can get. Order yours today.

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Heavy-duty 304 stainless steel
Dimensions: 51 x 4 x 1.5 cm (L x W x H)
No holes, no screws: Sticks to your wall with strong adhesive
backing
Installs horizontally for a vertical knife display
Ensure that the surface on which you install it is flat, without
bumps.
If you mount it on your refrigerator, install it on the side of the fridge
instead of the door
Caution: Magnets can interfere with pacemaker operation

Note: knives, etc not included
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